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I truby,Erns t Given
Top SD Positions;
Justice Named
Dan Hruby, senior journalism
major, was appointed Winter
quarter editor-in-chief of the
Spartan Daily, at yesterday afternoon’s Student council meeting in
the Student Union at 3:30 o’clock.
liruby has been a member of
the Spartan Daily staff for three
quarters. Fall quarter of 1949 he
was a reporter; Spring quarter of
1950 he served as Sports editor;
and in the Fall quarter of 1950
his duty was that of News editor.
is
Nebraska,
Grand Island,
Dan’s home town, but he is now
married and living in Santa Clara.
He is a 21 -year-old senior.
Business Manager of the
Spartan Daily for the coming
quarter also was appointed at
the meeting. Bill Ernst, advertising major from San Anselmo,
California, will nil the position.
Ernst, senior with two quarters
of experience on the advertising
staff of the Spartan Daily, is a
member of Alpha Delta Sigma,
national advertising fraternity.
Junior Justice Appointment
One other appointment was
made at the meeting; that of
junior justice to the Student
Court. Harlow Lloyd was
chosen to fill the opening left
by "Lucky" lingers. Lloyd will
serve until Winter quarter elections.
Lloyd is a chemistry major and
served on , the Sophomore class
_council last year. He is a member of Tau Delta Phi and Alpha
Phi Omega.
Off-Street Parking
Off-street parking on state
property being cleared for college expansion has been approved by the college administration. according to a parking
report given by Mike Barchi,
council member in charge of investigating parking expansion
around SJS.
The only areas not obtainable,
said Barchi, are those scheduled
for early construction.
Alpha Phi Omega and Blue Key,
service organizations, have agreed
to clear the lots and make them
ready for students’ use.
Barchl pointed out, however,
that those using the parking
lots must be reminded that the
state will assume no responsibility for damage or loss of
autos or belongings left on the
lots.
Social Security
The council also passed a motion to allow employees of the
ASB to join the social security
plan. The old social security law
did not include these persons. The
expansion of the new law covers
these persons.
-A vote of ASB employees will
be taken to find if they desire
to enter into an agreement of
this kind. A two-thirds majority of the employees is called
for by federal law.
If it is the employees’ decision
to enter into an agreement of
this sort, it Will cost the ASB
about $1000 per year, Pete Cirivilleri, ASB treasurer, said.

The Weather
The little box surrounding what
are reading is known as an
"eae. Someone on staff has a
fondness for "ears", and about the
only thing that fits in the ear is
what you are reading, which hapPella to be the weather report, in
case you’re confused. Now that
we have used up space, we can
say today will be FOGGY.

Qugtas for Janua E4bruary
A y
.
To total 160,000 In

WASHINGTON, Dec. 12.Selective Service callt for inductees
have been increased to 80,000 each for January and Febiltery, the
CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, DEC. 13, 1950
Number 52
army announced today, according to a UP dispatch.
This represents an increase of 70,000 over the previously announced calls for the two months. The previous quota was 40,000
4in January and 50,000 in February.
The increase brings total army
requests for inductees to 370,000
since the Korean War.’
The army gave no reason for
boosting the January and February quotas, but it was clearly part
By JACK GALLAGHER
of the plan to speed -the build-up
Lyke, the Spartan college guarof the armed foroes,
terly, is on sale today.
The boosting of the national
Featuring six articles and four
draft call to 80,000 for January
humorous and
fiction stories,
will "probably" mean that about
otherwise, the Fall issue is the 1800
more California men will be
product of a student staff and a taken
that month, Col. Kenneth
quarter’s work.
H. Leitch, state Selective Service
A center spread of cartoons by
director, said today.
Editor Stan Bennett, "A Cook’s
Tour of the College," gives one TRUMAN TO
SPEAK
man’s opinion of various aspects
WASHINGTON,
Dec.
12.
of the Spartan campus.
President Truman probably will
Freshman David Doerr, left, looks on with devilish glee after
"How
To
Win
Friends
and
Inchristening "Czar" Tom Snarling, sophomore president, v.ith an egg.
make a radio report to the naThe scene was the formal challenge extended by the sophs to the fluence Sororities" is a staff writ- tion Friday or Saturday on a naten satire on the SJS sororities. tional emergency proclamation
freshmen for the Frosh-Soph mixer today.
According to Bennett, its author and wage-price controls,
informed
will .not divulge her name until White House
sources said today.
she learns how it has been received by Lyke readers.
TWIN RESOLUTIONS
Mrs. Meg Monday’s "Bawdy
LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y., Dec. 12.
Nursery Rhymes for Precocious The Arab-Asian bloc in the
Children" is one highlight of the United Nations introduced twin
A new type of decathlon will be introduced when the sophomores 46-page magazine. One of her dit- resolutions today calling for a
ties: "B-B -Bartender, have you three-man commission to arrange
and freshmen meet today at 2 p.m. for the annual Frosh-Soph mixer. any hootch?
Yes sir, yes, sir, for a cease-fire order
in Korea
First event on the day’s program is a series of volley-ball games. bourbon and scootch. Some for and
recommending a peace conAnd
kin
for
my
Some
myself
and
Competition will be mixed, girls and boys.
ference to settle far eastern
some for my sister who’s living issues.
Dave Woods, soph treasurer, said a "watery-grave" will be in in sin."
store for the losers of the seconds
Ed Roper, the often called "fab- INTERNATIONAL ARMY
event, a tug-of-war, to be held I s js
ulous fablest," gets into the act
LONDON, Dec. 12.The chiefs
nioar the new Wqmen’s gym at
with a short short on "An Atneri- of staff of
the 12 North Atlantic
2:3Q jasn.
can Tragedy". Roper’s 250 words
Pact nations Met toclay to apr-A pie-eating contest, limited to
on insecticidal sex is not calcu- prove a plan to
weld German
at
female entries, will be stag
lated to topple anybody’s tower, units into
an Atlantic army untwo
The
s
a
i
d.
Woods
3 p.m.,
but is entertaining.
der the supreme command of Genclasses will attempt to further
eral Dwight D. Eisenhower.
CP
their prestige by electing their
representatives to the exalted
FAR-REACHING DECISION
"A meal for a meal." might
post of "ugly man." Balloting. for
WASHINGTON, Dec. 12.Conwell
he the theme of a Student Y
"ugly man" will be held under the
gress and the Justice department
library arch from 12:30 p.m. to Christmas party to be held tosought to determine today how
night at 7:30 o’clock at Student Y
the close of the mixer.
the war on subversives will be afheadquarters,
272
S-.
Seventh
Attendance will be ’a. big item
T h e International Relations fected by a4Supreme court ruling
and each class is trumpeting out street. Admission will be some- club will hold its final meeting that witnesses may refuse to antheir animosity for the other in thing in the way of food for a of the year today in Room 20 at swer questions about Communist
an attempt to stir up spirit on the needy family, plus 10 cents.
3:30 p.m. according to Tom Cam- connections.
part of their members. Points are -If weather permits, the group eron, president.
awarded in all the events and the will do some pre -Christmas carolToday’s meeting will be devoted
total at the end of the day de- ing. Parlor games of all descrip- to reports from the three IRC
tions have been planned.
termines the victor.
members who attended the recent
All students are cordially in- Asilomar conference on the Far
The last afternoon competition,
will be the relays, to begin at 4:15 vited to attend the event and help East.
build a huge stockpile of food for
p.m.
Maurice Duke, IRC vice presiThe Audio -Visual Aids center,
Rivalry and sociability will mix the dinner tables of needy famdent, will cover the Asilomar in cooperation with the library,
later in the evening at a dance in ilies, according to Rae Dean,
meeting as a whole in his report, has scheduled the showing of
the Catholic Women’s Center ball- event chairman.
while Charles Mulkey and Doris three educational films tonight
Members
of
the
party
commitroom, The class with the larger
Field will report on the individual beginning at 7:30 o’clock in Room
turnout will be awarded further teefin addition to Dean include:
discussion events which they-at- 210 of-the library:Jerry Ball, Chtiek-1MhStai; -RUM
Points.
tended.
Of the feature movie, "Inside
Sometime during the dancing, Rector, Del Duke, Alice Hays, and
"In view of the Korean situa- Tibet", an audio-visual aids office
Carol
Nerell.
lasting from 8 to 12 midnight, a
tion, this should prove an interest- release says, "Here are the first
joint show will be presented. Ed
ing meeting," stated Cameron, moving pictures to come out of
Hayden will preside over the proand "the meeting is open to all Tibet. The film was made by two
duction. A variety of instruments
students interested in this sub- U.S. Army officers in 1942 on an
and violins will make up the arjea."
OSS mission, bearing a secret
ray. Sophomore George MacDon-The first -MC meeting of win- message from President Roosevelt
ald will do double duty, stepping
ter quarter will be Jan. 10. The to the then 10-year-old Dalai
briefly out of his "ugly man" canHenry Down Jr., Pete Phillips, club plans to have a foreign stu- Lama.
didate role, to strum the ukulele
and Frank Myers have been ap- dent from Stanford university
"It is now known that the misfor the mixed group.
pointed business and music direc- speak on the political and eco- sion was exploring a new Indiators, respectively, of 1951 Spartan nomic situation in his country, China route to replace the Burma
Revelries,
according
to
Miss according to Dr. George Bruntz, Road. Here are people living as
Nancy Loughlin, publicity mana- IRC adviser.
The student will they did in the days of Marco
ger of the all -student show.
probably be from Korea or China. Polotilling the soil, herding the
Down, brother of ASB prexy
yaks, practicing a religion, supDave Down, is a sophomore busiporting a culture that is all EastIn an effort to have more In- ness administration major who
ern and all medieval."
clusive membership in the Wom- lives in San Jose.
"Family Circles" examines the
Members of the Open Debate role of the family in social
Music Director Phillips in a
en’s Athletic association at San
retournament
will
complete
the
Jose State college, a new plan has 20-year-old freshman ’music masponsibility in the community. The
month
-long
debate
tonight
at
7:15
He has
been proposed for the organiza- jor from Palo Alto.
third film is "Making a 24-Sheet
tion’s activities in Winter and played trombone and arranged in room 17 on the issue, "Should Poster."
times for the jazz bands of Lu the purchase of ASB cards be
Spring quarters.
compulsory in state -supported
Miss Joyce Malone, basketball Waters and Wino, Manone.
Collaborating as assistant musi- colleges and universities?", acmanager of the WAA. stated that
letters have been sent to all indi- cal director, Myers is a senior cording to Mr. Wilbur F. Luick,
Today is the last day for teachpendent and sorority houses in- education major from Pacific adviser of the activity.
Finalists in the tourney a r e er training candidates to petition
viting them to participate in the Grove.
"We hope to make this the Rodney Kelley and Tom Snashall, for temporary approval to enroll
new sports program to be carried
out with the facilities of the new best musical performance Rev- taking the affirmative position, in education courses next quarter,
elries ,has ever had," Phillips and Mary Power and Eileen Wil- according to the Personnel office,
Women’s gym.
where forms may be received and
All women’s groups wishing to said. "Frank and I will use son, debating the negative.
Jack Mix is chairman of the turned in.
participate in this organization catchy, and purely functional
The last meeting of the comare requested to meet tonight in tunes which we hope the audi- event and faculty judges are
the Women’s gym at 7 o’clock, ence* will whistle and huns, chosen from the Speech and mittee for the quarter will be held
tomorrow.
Drama department.
after they see the show."
Miss Malone said.

Lyke Appears
On Sale Today

irosh-Soph Mixer will Introduce
New Decathlon at 2 p.m. Today

Student Y
B enefit Party
T Aid Needy

.11{C Group to Hear
Asilomar Reports

’Inside Tibet’
To Be Shown

Revelries ’Gets
New Director

WAA Tells Plan
For Membership

Open Debate

Petitton Today!
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Thrust and Parry

Spartan Daily Queen Policy
SAN

Team Managers

Rooting Ill’s

COLLEGE

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Dear Thrust and Parry:
JOSE STATE
Dear Thrust and Parry:
The rooting section and yell
The subject of this letter is the
This letter intends to cast no
Published daily by Ale Associated Students of Sea Josw Mate College, except Seturday and
reflections on this year’s home- student managers of our athletic leaders at the football games this
fkinday during the colleg year with one issue during "midi (kw examination west_
coming queen,
who certainly teams. A good many of the stu- year were VERY poor! Of course
Mamba,
proved worthy of her title, but dents generally do not realize the it is too late to do anything about
merely to ask a question of Pol- work a manager has to do, but it this year, but there is plenty
icy: Why was the homecoming those of us who do, feel that the of time for improvement for next
queen chosen by a student body student manager indeed is an es- year.
Office: Publications Building (193) on E. San Carlos street.
I am only a freshman and
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First street, San Jose
election?
sential part of any Golden Raider
Dept., Ext. 211
Exit. 210 Advertising
Telephones: CYpross 4 -6414 Editorial,
To me, the election by the athletic squad. Without the work not yet disillusioned, but when
Subscription Price: $2.50 per year or $1 per quarter for non ASB card holders. student body is a popularity put out by these men, the work I came to State from high
note, subject to all the tricks of the coaches and players easily school I expected everything
JACK RUSSELLEditor
BILL FRANCISBusiness Manager
of well -organized pressure would be doubled or trebled. A buildings, classes, faculty, camgroups. Last year’s queen was manager spends as many hours a pus organizations, and student
Thad Spinola
Make-up Editor this issue
chosen by judges’ decision. This day as does the man participating body functions, including t he
rooting section at ball .game4
seems to be a more sensible in after-school sports.
manner of picking the queen.
to be better than they were in
I firmly believe our manahigh school. This has proVed to
Many of the girls are not too gers, at least the senior manawell known ar ound campus, ger,
be true with everything menshould accompany the
especially by the freshmen. A
tioned except the rooting’ secteams on all trips mode. This
voter may put his "x" after any includes the coming Eastern
tion.
At the games there was very
name, knowing nothing whatso- ’ trips for basketball and boxing
The recommendation that the purchase of student body cards ever about his choice. All of the
squads. I feel he has earned his little cooperatiOn in the rooting
be compulsory rather than voluntary, which faced state college deans candidates must be well qualified trtp. A man is not made senior section. I have never yet- seen .a
recently in their Sacramento meeting, should be approved and made or they wouldn’t ,be in the ca, manager his first year out; he full rooting section at a State
test, but perhaps impartial judges works for this position and re- game.
When the ’ yell leaders
into a state law as soon as possible.
who
krt.
interview
candidates
the
people sitting in the
the
asked
effort.
his
ceives
nothing
for
coland
universities
state
San Jose State college, like all other
sonally might better be able 40
Yet, the reasoning for his mak- other sections to fill in the rootleges, would reap a harvest of innumerable benefits from such a ’plan. select the most
queenly.
sat
ing -the trips IS not just the fact ing section, the people just
The drawbacks are few.
. Most students who voted problike warts on a toad.
some
"re-have
he
should
Mit
The instigation of compulsory fees more evenly would ’distribute ably had to base their judgments
When this effort of one yell
ward" for his efforts. A good
proved futile, another
the cost of student services. Under the present set-up, card pur- on a picture or quick picture. Was team not only plays or boxes Well, leader
chasers pay for most of the privileges which all the students enjoy. there a special reason for asking. but must also look well. The job would then ask everyone already
the student body to choose this
neglected section to
of taking care of uniforms should sitting in the
The Health department would be placed on firmer ground:The year’s homecoming queen? And
is not be up to the coach after a move down and fill in the front
student body budget would be stabilized, and incidental student ac- there a possibility that next year’s
sat there as
game; he just does not have the rows. The rooters
tivities, the core of real college life, would be expanded.
queen may be chosen by a group
turned on
time. The manager could take though they hadn’t
aids. They paid less
The strongest reason, however, focuses on the Athletic depart- of qualified judges?
care of uniforms, arrange eating their hearing
Nellie Mae Nelson ASB 386
yell leader than
ment. Two months ago, many students expressed their disapprqval
schedules and do other numerous attention to their
they do to the peanut man when
of paying a $1 service charge tacked on to some of the Spartans’
tasks.
the home team is on the one yard
football game tickets.
A comparison is not always a
line.
good idea, but there is no quesShowing concern over this situation, Bill Hubbard, director of
But the yen Aleaders had their
tion
that
all
other
"major"
PaThrust
and
Parry:
athletics, said: "We are trying to bring a big-time brand of football
shortcomings, too. They called
cific
coast
schools
do
take
manEvery student is required by
for very few yells; one during
to our college, but we’re operating on a budget that amounts to
law to take physical education agers on all trips. UCLA (where
each quarter was about all they
peanuts."
activity courses during his first non -compulsory ASB cards are
could exert. When the yell leadAttempting to advance athletically, the college may find itself two years of college.
Bowling in force) took along five manaers would finally decide to do a
wallowing in the muck of untenable sports ambitions, simply because (P.E. 23), one of these courses, is gers on the football trip to Puryell, half of the people in the
of a lack of money. A college pointing for an athletic zenith may a complete waste of time. Physi- due. How many State managers
rooting section yelled "No" and
went to Hawaii? The same
find itself at nadir remarkably fast when the dime and the dollar cal education courses should be
started a separate yell of their
designed to teach; all this one school also took two managers
are unavailable.
own. And the yells were no
"44.1101
does is entertain the advanced on its basketball trip to the
half-hearted! The poor football
Any Spartan who wants the college to advance scholastically students.
East last season. These men
fans sounded like the vain atand athletically must agree that finances are the keys to such
were not taken along just for
There is no Instruction, no
tempts of one bee to fill Carobjectives.
the ride; they had a job and
explanation of the basic rules
negie hall with buzzing.
did it. They probably proved a
Actually, compulsory student body fees would not affect the and techniques; even the inWhat is the matter with college
valuable addition to the travelaverage student since most Spartans buy cards anyway, but the volved and complicated science
students? Are they getting blaze
ing squad.
of keeping score is breezed ovei
so young now that they no lorigtV
added intake involved may prove to be the margin of_safety which
in 20 minutes during the first
I’m not saying arrangements dare to ’show any enthusiasm or
will dangle the name, San Jose State college, before-A; eyes of the meeting of the class; and worst
should be made to send a,fmana- interest in. school activities? If
nation.D.H.
of all, the instructor, when
ger with the basketball ten this this is the case, then I refuse to
there is one present, frequently
year. However, this is something be a typical college student, for I
does not even know how to
to think about, and for out* stu- am not ready to be bored with
bowl himself.
dent government to consider. If in life yet.
During my first quarter in
Ever since we were little kids we heW been
ASH 488
- itrld that it was betany way provision can be made for
fer to give than receive. We never really 664.44 it, though. Christ- bowling class I asked the in- managers to accompany our athstructor
for
some
help.
His
aumas time always meant getting presents:tather than giving them.
letic teams on all trips, these arthoritative words were: "Sorry,
It seemed like a chore to go to all the trouble to buy a gift which you’ll have to ask one of the stu- rangements should be made. Maybe compulsory ASB cards would
might not be appreciated anyway.
dents. I don’t know how to bowl;"
do the trick. I don’t know the Dear Thrust and Parry:
A student just can’t Improve
That’s the way we always felt until we saw a bunch of kids out
answer, but feel the issue should
reading the two articles.
at the County hospital wiling away the hours with a few broken toys. in a course like this. The ganut be brought out in the open for byAfter
"Sir" Milt Ftichards:and "Sir"
They weren’t smart kids or cute kids. They were just kids who needed demands that a prospective further student comment.
Thad Spinola in the Spartan
bossier be guided very carefully:
something new to take their minds off their pain. and lonelIness.
ASB 4294
Daily, I can see that someone
in the beginning, practicing tho
We understood then for the first time what it means.to get real correct technique In gripping
should explain the purpose of advertisements.
pleasure in giving. We only wish that every student on caMpus could the ball, and exact foot action
The first Important idea besee the expressions on those kids’ faces when they receive small gifts and body movements in deliv
hind an advertisement should
from some far -away (for it is far -away to them) Spartan student. We ery.
be to attract attention. As a
The physical education departhope that the pictures we have printed have shown in some degree
reader glances over a Ppge. it
ment should provide the bowli
the joy that_comes at receiving some small gift. .
should cause him to stop. If it
course with
ON, Dec. 12
We hope that each Spartan remembers when he or she was a and a definite instruction plan..
does, then the advetisement is
(UP)--ThedeclaratIon of a na- on its way to being a success.
child waiting for Christmas, not in a lonely hospital ward, but surASB 1725
tnal
emergency
would
give
Next, it should create a desire
rounded by parents and friends. A gift meant a lot, even then.
[’resident Truman- some but not for the product. Hy explaining
We hope that you will not forget, in the rush and strain of finals,
.would need for the use of the product and who it
these 32 kids who are planning in a kid-like way for their Christmas
all-out mobilization.
will benefit, the advertisement is
.party.
Dear Thrust. and Parry:
-Some of the authority given the gaining more momentum and 9,, Recently I. had a cup of coffee Irreadeut dirfng :Volici War II coming effective,.
We think that final exams will come a lot easier if you can picture
in your mind the pleasure that a gift that YOU brought to the Christ- at the college Coop, after waiting has expired and can be renewed
Then, it should lead to action.
about 15 minutes for a seat at the only by Congress.
mas tree in the Student Union will bring to a sick child.
If the advertisement does not
counter. As I was sipping my
:Here is a brief outline of his stlinulate the person to. rememcoffee, I happened to glance
ber the product and ask for it,
around me at the terrible condi- present authority mad what would it. Is worthless.
But if it doe.,.
bi
needed
foriull-scale.
tions of the Coop.
the advertisement hiesfmdfilfrut
There comes a time every quarter when the realistic, bard -boiled -The walls were a dirty cream
Its purpose.
Spartan Daily feels like waxing sentimental. We feel like that now. color, and they were painted with
- Powers already’ voted by.
All three of these points" are
We feel like it because we attended a very fine and beautiful nauseating abstract designs. The Congress and not requiring a
import
ant. An advertisement can
floors
were
.awfully dirty and declaration of an emergency
dance Saturday night at the Civic Auditorium. Some 1500 other
not be strong and sell its product
co\’’Cred
is.
with
cigarette
hut
The
Wage
’Mid
price
Controls;
must
members
have
felt
the
faculty
presand
same
way
students
Spartan
was so close and smoke filled ent operation of thedraft sys- with the absence. of one of these
as they .flientally waltzed their way out into the dark streets from Iaircould
hardly breathe.
(cm: and soMf. limited broad- three ideas. Many advertisement";
the warIck of fantasy that was the Civic’ Auditorium.
This letter is to inform you of ening of -the call-up; seizure of are weak, but a good one fulfills
workLof_reagic all its own. For those three hours there the terrible conditions of the tvar
a worthy purpose.
plants which. refuse dewas litre ihoUght of finals or term papers or .military service. We Coop where you. are eating those fense contracts.
ASI3 814
came-outinto the street relaxed and happy. Maybe this feeling little snacks between classes. I’m
:Authority
acquired
by
the
Iasi long, but at least it was there and we are better for it. not sure as to what improvements Prtsident when
he declares an
World War II authority’ that
ottdecto-create a *odd, though, there must be a lot of hard, can be made. except I do know emergency suspensionof
the 8- must be renewed by CO1p4Tri,
the
walls
could
stand
a
fresh
just
is
what
That
went
on
behind
the scenes of
rorld.building work.
h9ur d..-11...de_ftrf,,st plants arid unlimited extension of military:
white coat of paint.
The Sninvflake-Fantasy. For several weeks the Social Affairs commit.
same government offices: radio service; changing the draft
Asrf 2435 seizures und..stisrettai(111 of
tee with Alleg Hays AS chairraan worked to transforp a fight awe
com- age limits; short-cut acquisition
munications rul: recapture of of real property by the mattrto
Winferntist.
a
into
Inflation. Note
sold or leased defense plants: con- toughPr systems of nalit a Es-They did -a tremendous job. We would like to congratulate them
OWOSSO: Mich. (UPI
Mayor ttibl of wire communications: re- justice; more rigid securitr-prewfuture
that
student
hope
dances
can
teach
only
the
We
sincerely.
Charles Moore told the Owosso city striction of explosive manufac- cautions.
high degree of success that this one achieved.
council CM as long as evCrything ture; shifting coast guard and
The, above by no means are-artt
once
arena
again
but
the
fight
a
memory
of
is
The Auditorium
else has gone up in price, traffic coast and geodetic survey to mili- of the powers
in each ,ratirST7
a "snowflaked world of heppiness" and music firmly is imprinted on violation fines ought to be raised, tary; arming of ’merchant ves- but in general are
represeniatire
attended.
who
1500
those
of
too. ’
sels; requisition of U.S. hips.
the minds and hearts
of the groupings;

AssociatedColleekie Press

_ EDITORIALS

Compulsory or Voluntary ASB Cards?

Bowling Farce

Remember When You Wentz Little Kid?

Ad Objectives

HST Limited
By Crisis
_

Coop Conditions

Comes a Time for Sentiment

Advanced
ROTC Offered
Next Quarter

Far Away Places Lovera Gets
By MOISES de GUZMAN
Clean-up week campaign has reigned in the past, but the University of Hawaii has pickpockets who have collected 20 wallets and
a large assortment of school supplies. The Honolulu Police dipartment
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Want Sonoma Job?

Potter Award

Mr. James Lovera, art instructor, recently was awarded honorable mention for a bowl entered
in the annual San Francisco Pothas been alerted to watch the ’per-40
petuator of robbed lockers, class- quarters in the College of Arts ters’ association at the De Young
rooms, and parked autos. Dean of and Sciences will not be permitted museum.
the University Williard Wilson has to cut. Doctor’s excuses or "I am
Mr. Herbert Sanders, also of
promised his support to corner sick" are not creditable excuses. the art faculty, was represented
the Guliano of UK
in the show. He was a juror, and
What then?
th ere f ore
ne g ibl e
tat award s.
The Potters’ association display
Bless his little heart! An entomology professor walked to his
"Damn the Torpedoes, Full included ceramics and weaving.
class one day at,the University of Speed Ahead" was the headline of
The Society of Western ArtKansas. The students were kept almost all eastern schools’ pap- tists offered a show in an adjoinin tearful mood when they found ers. How! What has the Navy got ing wing of the De Young mus. Veteran standing, Or haya big bag under his arms. Exams! that we don’t have? Spirit, plain eum. Dr. Marques Reitzel, Art deing completed the basic ROTC No, not so.
spirit. The Daily Tarheel of North partment head, visited the muscourse.,
When "Prof. Santa" found out Carolina university commented eum Thursday and described both
b. Majors in Engineering che- the plight of his students, he re- that President Truman "shook" shows as "very good". He said
mistry, biology, bacteriology, vealed in soft toneful voice: the Municipal Stadium when the many of the paintings included
physics, radiology or biochem- "When a man bites a dog, it’s a Middies fired up the Army during may be viewed here in January.
istry,.
little unusual, but when a teach- the two schools’ traditional gridThe De Young museum exhibic. Signing
tions will end Dec. 17.
contract to com- er brings apples to his students iron ’war’.
how,
How,
plete the coarse, including a six . . . that’s news!"
wonderful when one prof ties to
weeks summer camp training.
d. Signing of a deferment ag- be mindful!
reement whereby the student is
exempt from the draft until comYou bet you’ll burrow your nose
pletion of the course.
along Miracle Mile Drive. It’s
e. Agreement to accept a com- bound to come when one ardent
mission, if tendered, in the Air University of Florida fan will dig
Force Reserve and to serve on his nose along the Miracle Drive,
active duty for a period of not pending, that is, when the Uniless than two years after receipt versity of Miami blows the Clemof such commission, if called by son eleven out of the Orange Bowl.
the Secretary of the Air Force.
Before the season began, this
f. Student must not hate diehard ’Gator rooter wagered to
reached his 28th birthday prior belabor his nose if Miami went
to completion of all require- through undefeated. UM was unments for the commission.
beaten and once -tied by Louisville
g. Applicant must meet the university. Incidentally, he is a
prescribed physical and moral peanut grower. He will need plenstandards.
ty of nuts to survive.
All enrollments are subject to
final opproval by the Fourth Air
Cutting three times in any Art
Force headquarters. Qualified ap- and Science course will end for
plicants will receive free uniforms good, for the University of Coloand text books, as well as approx- rado has abolished this cut panaimately $27 per month while en- cea. Students in their first three
rolled in the course, Col. Lee said.
While this course has been. opened to upper-classmen, the Administration and Logistics course
in military science will have no
openings next quarter.
Winter quarter openings have
been announced for the advanced
Air ROTC course, by Col. Thomas
A. Lee, head of the San Jose State
college Air ROW unit.
The announc&nent followed recent authorization from Fourth
Air Force headquarters, permitting juniors with five quarters of
college remaining, and seniors or
graduates with two quarters work
unfinished, to enroll in the advanced military science course.
Additional enrollment requirements issued by Col. lice are:
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Elementry school teachers are
needed at the Sonoma State Homo
for Children at Eldridge in Sonoma county, according to an announcement made by the California State Personnel board.
Applications for the examina tions to be taken at the Home on
Jan. 25, must be postmarked before midnight Jan. 4.
Other openings listed in the
Placement office include prima vy
teaching positions n Guatemala
starting Jan. 15.

i

ONE OF THE FINIEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA

grifriMgriaffs.

Aurr

WALLPAPU

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number

9...THE MARSH HEN

Group Urges Raise
For State Workers

OTs to Celebrate
Occupational Ther a py club
members will gather for a Christmas party tomorrow evening in
Room 210 of the Library, according to Phyllis Knight, publicity
chairman. Festivities are to start
at 7:30 p.m.
Club members planning to attend are to bring a friend and a
gift from each, not t exceed a
cost of 50 cents, Miss
ght said.

Club Aids Drive
Aiding
the Spartan Daily’s
Toy Drive for children will be the
Entomology club, according to
Lester Benb.iw, publicity chairman, The Entomology club is hold
ing its annual Christmas party
Friday evening in Room S31..
Each member is to bring a toy
or present, costing not over 25
cents,--a*--aft- exchange gift. The
toys will then
turned over to
the campus Toy drive in time for
the Christmas party at the County hospital.

Wife Wishes Wyckoff
Cheers with Baby Boy
A 9-pound 1 -ounce baby boy was
Mrs. Bunny Wyckofrs way of
wishing husband Bob an early
Merry Christmas Wednesday, Dec.
6. Bob is production director of
all -student ihe 1951 Revelries,
produced and acted show.
The young man, to be christened James Bruce, was born at 9:57
a.m. at the Palo Alto hospital.
According to father Wyckoff, his
son’s arrival fitted in easily with
his study work, and extra -curricular program.
Wyckoff also reports that Mrs.
Wyckoff and the new soq and
-heir are "taking it easy" at their
Palo Alto home.

INAH’S Ztervoylto
Chicken
Dinners
including
Monad

195

A two-step raise for all state
employees was proposed by the
California State Employees’ association at its meeting last weekend in Los Angeles, according to
Dr. George A. McCallum. regional
director for this area.
The boost, says Dr. McCallum.
amounts to about ten per cent of
present salaries and is being
sought to counteract a 13 per cent
increase in living costs.
A second proposal was made in
the form of a sabbatical leave bill
to be brought before the January
session of the state legislature.
This measure will ask that state
college professors going on sabbatical leaves be put on a comparable basis to that offered by
other colleges and universities.

GET YOUR

"For a while they had

me

swamped!"

--LYAKE
TODAY
like this confused fowl got mixed in a metaphol!
and was almost turned into a guinea pig. The story goes she
got caught in a welter of quick-trick cigarette tests ... one
puff of this brand, then a puff of that ... a sniff, a whiff a fast
inhale and exhale. And then she was supposed to know all about
cigarette mildness! Is that the way to treat a lady?
And is that the way to judge a cigarette?
We think nbt. That’s why we suggest:
Seems

ITALIAN FOOD
DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS
Featuring

HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
Corns as you are.

Week Days $1.40
Sundays & Holidays $135
Private lanquef Room

HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT
Ravioli, qt. 75e
Spaghetti, qt. 65c
A quart of each feeds siz.

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
Open 1 1 :30 A.M.-9 P.M.

175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.
Downstairs

The sensible test The 30-Day ’Camel Mildness Test,
which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke
on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap
judgments needed. After you’ve enjoyed Camels and
only Camels for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for
Throat, T for Taste) we believe you’ll know why ...

1
4
4

More People Smoke Camels
than any ether cigarette!

CV 4-5045

1
.{64.1114.,

v.

4
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Classified Ads
SERVICES
Term papers typed. Efficient
and rapid service. Experienced
typist. Student rate: $1 per hour.
Front apt., 349 E. St. John street.
Term Papers Typed. Rapid, accurate, 20 years experience. Student rate: $1.25 hour. Bring paper. 28 S. 13th street. CY 3-0738.
FOR RENT
Unfurnished apt. for two. Kitchen, living room and bath. $60. One
block from campus., 44 S. Seventh
street.
Men: Modern house, large rooms,
shower and tub, excellent food.
AX. 6-1885. 2124 The Alameda.
Two lovely adjoining rooms
with running water, two large
closets. Kitchen. Nice for three.
Reasonable. Also’large room with
twin beds. Close in. 545 S. Fourth
street.
Room for girl. Everything furnished. Kitchen priv..Private bath.
598 S. 15th street.
Room and Board for college girls.
3’:e blocks from campus. 645 S,
Fifth street. CY. 3-9774.
Rooms for girls. Kitchen privileges. 102 S. 14th street.
Double rooms for mei’ with T.V.
set. Hot and cold water in rooms.
$25 *ith -kitchen. 265 N. Fifth
street. CY 3-4059.
College girl’s guest home. With
or without board. 199 S. 14th
street. CY 3-1934.
Rooms for girls. All conveniences. $22. 357 E. San Fernando,
corner of Eighth street. CL 8-4245.
Girl Students: Rooms half block
from college, own living room,
piano, phone, kitchen privileges.
43 S. Fifth street.
Two widen three-room apartMeats ter rent. Near school. Call
CY 3-3581.
Two apartments for three girls
and four or five girls. Room with
kitchen privileges. 544 S. Seventh
street. CY 3-9682 or CL 8-4403.

I Seniors Plan
Week-end Ski

Occupational Therapy Club:
The senior overnight, an annual Bring a friend and a gift to "the
afthir to r seniors at San Jose Christmas party tomorrow- night
held next at 7:30 p.m. in L210. Open to all
8:
State college, ii
l’s
frIends.
quarter on Jan. 14 and 1 at a
Ski lodge, the senior class counBeta Beta Beta: Gifts costing
cil decided Monday. The date is under 25 cents will be exchanged
tentative until the University of at Christmas party tonight at 8
California gives a definite word o’clock in S210,"Mr. Rocci Pisano
on use Of the lodge.
biology instructor, will speak on
Contacted by Duke Deras, coun- aodents.
cil member in charge of the overAWS: Meet in Student Union
night, Cal said San Jose State
4:30 p.m. today.
college seniors might use the
Torch and Sword: Short meetlodge at Donner summit for an
overnight during the time the ing tonight at 7:30 o’clock in B63.
University is having semester
.Tau Delta Phi: Chech. Tower
final examinations, the last two
door and sign up for La Terre
weeks in January.
pictures.
The week end Of Jan. 14 and
Delta Phi Delta: Last meeting
15 is the only time open for holding an overnight because of con- of quarter today at 4:30 p.m. in
room Al.
flicting events.
Newman Club: Christmas party
Senior skiers would have unlimited use of ski tows, free of tomorrow night from 8 .to 11:30
charge, and would have admis- p.m. in Newman hall. Bring less
sion not only to Cal Ski lodge than 50-cent gift.
but to Beacon hill and to Al Junior Class Council: 3:30 p.m.
pincers lodges as well.
today meet in Student Union.
Cost of the trip will be under ; Eta Epsilon: Bring Christmas
$5,
for reservations including toys to room 19 before Thursday,
food, plus transportation by bus, Dec. 21.
if possible. Skis may be rented
at the summit or in San Jose and
instructors will be provided for
beginners. An outdoor, heated
swimming pool will be available,
according to Deras.
Reservations ’for the approximately 100 vacancies at the lodge
will begin early next quarter.
He said that bedDeras said.
rolls or sleeping bags will be
needed.
-- I It takes only about five hours of
labor per year to raise one sheep.
according to the University of
This is the way the Spartan Daily Christ-mos Tree looked last Illinois college of agriculture.
year. Daily Editor George ,Lajeunesse, left, and Santa Claus ’gay
Lyon, right, are shown examining the gifts.
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Christmas for Young Shut-ins
Depends on Toy Drive Success

coming shyness. Four - year - old
By JOSEPH SHEEHAN
WA NTED
No matterhow great the solidi- Cecelia Luther is fascinated with
Sweet young thing, over 21. tude of relatives and friends, the visitors to the ward and poses
readily for her picture. Blackwants ride to L.A. on Saturday,
32 young shut-ins in the p.xliahaired Diana Pinon, three and a
Dec. 23, leaving 6 p.m. Will share
Santa
Clara
County
of
ward
tries
half years old, laughs and plays
eipenses. Call CY 5-1524 or CY
hospital will awake the morning
even after a long. confinement.
3;9635.
of Dec. 25 to a hospital ChristAnd Lius Camachi, about three
Two girls to share house v)th mas.
years old, stands in his bed and
four others. Room and board $45
The responsibility fer.,the hal>. smiles bashfully at strangers.
or -room $25. 10 S. 16th street.
pinees of the childreWIW ocThe plight of these children Is
CY 4-5579.
casion rests with hospTraI person- not going unnoticed on the San
BOARD AND ROOM
nel and contributors of gifts for Jose State college campus. Several
Girls: Board and Room where patients in ’the ward. Students groups have pledged their aid
you can "be at home while away who give toys and games in the through support of the Spartan
from home." Two blocks from Spartan Daily Toy drive are doing Daily Toy drive, sponsored by the
106 N. their share in fulfilling this duty. campus newspaper And under the
college.
$55 a month.
Fifth street.
Unless Christmas happens to chairmanship of Jack Russell,
fall on-a Sunday, parents are ex- Spartan Daily editor.
FOR SALE
A Christmas tree donated by
cluded from the ward and it is
Xmas Trees. This ad gets you up to the doctors and nurses to Alice Hayes and the soeial afthe Stu10r,’, off on Silver-tip, white fir. fill in for the children’s families. fairs committee stands
Bring ad to Spartan Tree Lot, Hospital E..2rsonnel feel "privileg- dent Union. Toys for the -drive
San Carlos and Hester streets.
ed" to make this their day with may be left under the tree until
5120. ’37 Ford two-door. Fair the patients, according to Mrs. Dec. 22.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon frattrntry
shape, clean, paint good. 370 S. Mae Widmann, head nurse of the
recently
held a party at which the.
upstairs-.
---"Doyle,"
I
-Fifth street:
waird.
Not all the toys are distrib- brothers exchanged gifts with the
discount to fellow Sparmembers of a campus sororily,
tans. Overstocked! While they uted on Christmas morning. Some
the gilts to he donated to -Mir-toy
are
stored
away
to
be
brought
I
, last: Spanish peanuts, 25c per lb.;
drive. Russell suggests tbal.,oTher
Aganched peanuts, 30c Per lb. In, .rrit on special occasions such as organizations fellow this -lead in
five-lb. lots.
Top quality!
101 ’1415dayi. A depressed child is supporting the effort.
Oak street, CY 2-2995.
often cheered by the gift of a
Eta Epsilon, home economics
Typewriter (Royal Standard), new toy hidden away for just that sorority,, is again making - yarn
$40.
Bicycle (Girl’s 26"), $25. purpose.
dolls and stuffed animals as their
Other toys and materials are contribution to the drive.
Tromtione (Conn), $75. See Mrs.
Cowith
handcraft
connection
Used in
Bowman, Engineering office.
chairmen in charge of the work
Men’s Ring Shoe-Skates. Cali training in the classes of Miss are Norma Gandolfo and Bessie
Bessie Porter, who conducts school Rozakis.
evenings. CY 4-9672.
for the children. Her 12 pupils
study all the academic subjects,
but emphasis is placed upon
training them to use their hands,
Miss Porter said.
What of the children themselves? Jo Ann Norstad, 12. is
"In One Day, Out The Next"
bright and cheerful, with a be-

CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS
* Hand -Framed Argyles
* 40-60 Cashmere Sweaters
* Wool Jersey Gauchos

so%

SPECIAL SERVICE
For College Students

Skip Early

QUICK. COURTEOUS
SERVICE

for
NAME PRODUCTS
? REVELON
CHENU
STAGLINE
SPORTSMAN

Starke 2vesA
"""7-1

1004 Wiliam
CY
It) p.m.*

2-5507

$5.95

at

leaPtiitei
Men’s Wear

88 SOUTH SECOND

the

CHALET CAFE
Dinners Start at $1.00
Light Lunches 50c
Sandwiches of All Kinds

37 W. San Carlos St
HIS FIRST TRIP TO . .

KEN’S
Pine Inn

DINNERS from 75c
Serving

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner - Always Fresh Vegetables

255 So. 2nd

Take Advantage of Our

SPECIAL RATES :
DOWNTOWN LAUNDERETTE T321 North First Street

FRIDAYS - 2 DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF I
FRIDAYs - SPECIAL PRICE ON WASHES

Try Our

SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE

Pick-tip and
Delivery Service

463 South Second Street
WEDNESDAYS - 2 DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF I
TUESDAYS - SPECIAL PRICE ON WASHES ,

GENERAL ECONOMY LAUNDEREITE

Wonder
at tbe

$2.00
$11.95

It’s Wise to Eat

in

Woe Conveniently

Announcement’s.

nerS
",’Hoose of Personal Sonic*"

RESTAURANT

PHONE CYpress 5-8763

Santa Clara Sheet at 12th

Ibit AT EAST SANTA CLARA

872 East Santa Clara Street
SUNDAY -2 DRYS FOR THE PRICE -OF I
SUNDAYS - SPECIAL PRICE ON Wit1414111114

For Students. Only

;

(Ir
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Panhelleilic Posts Rules
Governing Rush Season

1

,10-.

Busily planning their Christmas charity party are the committee
of Atos and members of a campus sorority above (L. to H.). Prance!" Shroder, Dick Russo, Pete Edmondson. Marilyn Holmes, Bob Velladao, Maggie Murphy, Joe Bonfiglio, Hank Adams, Lorraine Leonetti,
and Betty Hoenshell.

AT0s, Sorority will Fete
Foster Children at Party

Registrar’s Staff
Hears Troth News

Rush season rules, which limit
relations
between
prospective
rushees and sorority, girls to ordinary _campus and boarding house
relations, have been released -1.3;
Panhellenic council.
For the limited period between
nbw and the close of rushing, social relations, such as double dates
or coffee dates, between sorority
and non-sorority girls are-frowned
upon. Panhellenic states that ,no
interference with friendships is
Intended, but that it is common
practice to have some regulation
of relations during the formal
probationary period.
It is generally agreed, according to the council, that junior
college girls registered for a four I

year objective only are considered
for sorority membership. Panhellenic has no restrictions
against rushing J.C. students. but
various nationals on campus do.
Sororities on the San Jose State
college campus which can rush
junior .college girls are Alpha
Omicron Pi,
Alpha Phi, Chi
Omega,. and Sigma Kappa. Those
which can not are Alpha Chi
Omega. Del t a Gamma, Delta
Zeta; Gamma Phi Beta. Kappa
Alpha Theta, and Kappa Kappa
Gamma: .

Registrar office employees are
eating better than ever. So was
the case Thursday morning when
Miss Bonnie Ross of the Registrar office staff passed that bolfof sweet stuff among her coThis Sunday, Santa Claus with all the requisite pomp and cere- workers and announced her end
mony will come to the Alpha Tau Omega house. Gathered around gagement to Duane Coatney.’
No definite plans have been
the Christmas tree to greet him will be the AT0s, members of a namade, but the couple plan to be
tional campus sorority, and 35 young guests.
Youngsters being entertained are wards of, the county welfare married early next spring. Miss
Ross has been employed at San
department currently living in
Alpha Phi Omega initiated six!
county foster homes. leq civarn,!s". Bob Velladao; Joe Bonfiglio. Jose State college slightly over
a year.
pledges Sunday night at a ban- l
cake. candy canes, and games are and Ilank Adams.
quet held at Rickey’s Studio club
on the agenda for the day.
in Palo Alto. John Tyler, Dick
Joint committee for the party is
Villefuerte, Laiiren Swanson, Mel
composed of Frances Schroder.
Binkley, Fred Hare, and Marino
Marilyn Holmes, Maggie Murphy.
Mangiola were admitted to FieLorraine Leonetti, Betty Hoenf ive membership.
Dr. H. Murray
shell. Dick Russo, Pete Edmonand Mr. E. W. Clements,
Children between the ages of six to II will be treated by mem- Clark.
fraternity advisors, attended the
bers of Delta Upsilon fraternity and a campus sorority tomorrow after- affair.

A Phi 0 Takes
Six Neophytes

New Long-Playing
Releases
Saint Saens Carnival of the
Animals, narrated by Noel
Coward.
The Candid Microphone,
a collection of off - guard
conversations of every - day
people.
-

DU House will Be Setting
For Charity Entertainment

‘Connie’Milner
Tells Betrothal
At Pre,s’ Hall

A Christmas party, held Monday- night at Presbyterian Hall,
was the setting for the engagement announcement of Constance
- Milner to Philip Knight.
Miss Milner, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. Milner of Sacra mento, is a junior kindergartenprimary major. She is a member
of Alpha Chi Epsilon.
Knight is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Knight,. and is a senfor, at Sacramento State college.
his fraternal affiliation is Kappa
Alpha Pi. No wedding date has
.
been set,
The Christmas party, an annual
Santa
"Mrs
featured
affair,
Claus", with gifts for every girl.
The room was decorated in Yuletide motif, and illuminated by
lighted red tapers and the Christmas tree.
News or the betrahdt was- In
the form of tiny cards with Christmas bells attached and were
pasSed to each person.

noon at the DU chapter house, according to Don Laughrey, chairman
’or the affair.
Coming from the Home of Benevolence, 32 youngsters will know
what the Yuletide spirit consist
of as gifts Will be presented to
each child as well as ice cream
and cookies. Ed Mosher will take
part in entertainment by presentlng a magic show. and George
MacDonald will perform with the
banjo. The Travelaires will sing
for the group.
Gay Richardson heads the sorority’s committee for arrangeParticipating’ in a skit
ments.
will be Phyllis Bolinger, Nancy
Newport, Diane Pryor, Muriel
Miller. Maxine Mazzonte, Jan
Houplin, Balhina Grattoni, Barbara Hocking, and Barbara Bill-

Pole garb and laden with the gifts
and candy.
These groups are only two of
the several social .and service organizations which have attempted
to bring the spirit of Christmas
closer to needy and forgotten pi.r.
sons. As Laughrey said, "Christmas is for children anyway, 4nd’
it is up to the adults to forget
themselves and remember just
how much it really means to the
kids."

eig9(14 On
30 E. SAN FERNANDO

The BIG DIPPER
males its own

ICE

CREAM

Including fresh peach, fresh strawberry, fresh cantaloupe, peppermint sticb.
rocky road and over 50 other flavors.
EAST SAN FERNANDO, BETWEEN 5th & 6th STS.
’

FRATERNITY

ing
Climax of the afternoon will
come when Santa Claus arrives
decked in his appropriate North

And

SORORITY

DANCE BIDS
For All Occasions

ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES
PIE CANDY MILE
COMPLETE BOX LUNCHES -

VICTOR LAMAR
FINE PRINTING

82 SOUTH SECOND
4.

San Jose Box Lunch
E. San Antonio, all 411.1.

GET YOUR

Celegeria
Superior Slalf Ceases
51/1141141. ruCIIIIIia

LYKE
TODAY

Ciiristmas Cards
for every person

STATIONERY
Wonderful selection,
populerIV Priced

GIFT ITEMS
Figurines, Ceramics
Copper sad braes items
Pictures framed and unframed
Floral.. children, animal.
Gift wrap., rthboan, seals
1115,4111pat cups, tab). cloths
J’p$at1a. Ind matches
Printing for all purposes
Opeat Thursday 11,:%estings

MELVIN

In Superior, Wisconsin, the fatorite,

Pretty Flower and Pleated

Pure Silk-Scarf
in transparent Iłtbox

SECOND

Superior State College is the Cafeteria because it is a cheerful place
full of friendly collegiate atmosphere. And whett the gang gathers

A smart accorsiien pleated _
.
Si
purs silk scarf, the you can
tie in many ways --- with
lovely ciadackeblet flower .
in qih bey with grfi
card.
Scores of beautiful casters.

So

Printing a
Stationery

1101i
Souffle( San Fernando
East Side

gathering spot of students at ’the

01,1"111

SCARF SHOP

around, ice-cold Co-Sa-Cola gets the
call. For here, sam college halo*
everywhereCoke belongs.
Ask for it either way ...
trea-sosarks imam the sow thing..
porno teem saOlogor or 1111.-COCACOIA mewl wr
SAN JOSE COCA-COLA BOTTUNG COMPANY
Nos, itive.surGua Comm,

-r....1.011111111111r
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E. S. Thompson Describes
4
Money Cornering’. Process

195 Pisano Spins
’Heads’, ’Fishy’ Story

Wednesday, December 13,

Prof Collects
Newsworthy Faux Pas

By JACK GALLAGHER
The journalism department’s Dr. Dwight Bentel is a headline
hunter.
That is, as a hobby, he collects unusual headlines from
newspapers.
The newspaper headline, according to a director of an Eastern
school of journalism, is distinctly*
a product of American ingenuity.
There is nothing like it anywhere
else in the world. Perhaps that
is a good thing, or, at least, one
might think so after looking
over Dr. Renters collection.

By RAY HASSE
When fishermen of this generation gather to spin yarns of
the one that got away, Rocci
Pisano, of the Natural Science
department, will vie with the
best of them in telling of the one
that didn’t.
"And there I was, right in
the middle of the road! No rod,
no linenothing but two fish
and my two big feet! ’Did they
get away?’ you ask? Brother,
I should say notat least one
of them didn’t . . ." and so
may go his story. And what’s
more, he’s got a group of witnesses to prove its veracity.
It seems that a recent scouting expedition for the West Coast
Nature School came to a sudden
)alt at a place where a flooded
creek spilled its excess across a
Northern California road.
Before any of the group could say
"halibut", Mr. Pisano was ankledeep in water, kicking -at :IWO
struggling objects on the road.
His audience blinked to clear its
unbelieving eyes and then saw
him grab a club from nowhere
and apply it to complete the
capture of one of the finny forms.
The group will readily admit
that the Biology instructor was
all wet, but it will stand firmly
behind him in any repetition of
his "saga of the steelhead".

By MONTE DAYTON
State finance moguls will rock
lack in their chairs and summarily ’pass money bills in the six figure bracket. But hand them
a college budget and they Iran
forward intently, peering at the
contents like a Boston censor. "
Every dollar that finds its way
to the SJS coffers has traveled a
labyrinth of legislative passages
and has been buffeted by the
oratory of men ranging from disto learned
assemblymen
trict
economists.
E. S. Thompson, SJS business
manager, described some of the
processes involved in cornering an
educational dollar.
Department heads, working
with their faculty members,
gather in April and formulate
an estinisits of meta for the
future.
Estimates made this
year will .be tar the period
1861-152.preparation
Actual
of
the
budget is a tedious task, lasting
through ’the entire summer.
"We make allowances for inflationary t r e ri ds." Thompson
said. If public utilities have an
appeal before the state for a
price increase the budget-maker
take this into account.
The State finance board also
gives information on price fluctuations to the colleges.
Despite these efforts there
is margin for error due to the
unforeseeable ups and downs of
economics. In event of a big
price Jump, leaving a isci
I
with inadequate finances, the
state has a fund of $1,000,000
which may be used.
A
business
manager
might
easily be led to the fabled stockbroker’s fare of crackers and
milk if he didn’t immunize himself to the vagaries of finance
quandries.
Thompson described procuring
of equipment as a "headache."
The department of finance, instead of voting a lump sum for
sundry small items, must pass
on each separate item.
Thompson
said
the college
would like to secure electric typewriters but the bQrd would label
them "extravagan&N" One clec-

For example, in the section
which he classifies "unconscious
humor" is found a headline which
the Bridgeport (Conn.) Post ran:
At tacker Stabbed by Girl in
North End.
The newspaper which prints
"all the nevvs that is fit ’to print",
the New York Tient% lost a chip
from its stoicism when it carried
a story under the headline, Miss
RowBottom Navy Man’s Bride.
As if to outdo the Hollywood
scenarist’s pregnant imagination,
the Chicago Tribune broke the
traditional restraint of the courtroom by reporting: Chaplin To
DR. DWIGHT RENTEI.
Take Witness Stand in Joan’s
Suit.
Over a wire story telling of
the murder of a Hungarian war
minister in Budapest, a Moscow (Idaho, however) daily unArt is Donald Skoro’s business
wittingly credited the act rather than the story to the As- and also his pleasure. Skoro, who
By RAY HASSE
Its headline joined the art faculty this fall,
sociated Press.
Mother Earth and the birth of
in
experiences
of
backlog
has
a
size
type)
same
in
the
(all
her family of continents, or tvhat
read: Official Murdered By The professional art work to bolster is better known to European scihis teaching.
Associated Press.
entists as the Continental Drift
Skoro was born in Duluth,
Not to he outdone, the Cotheory, was in for a bit of quesup
in
Iowa,
Minn..
grew
hut
where
lumbus (Ohio) Citizen stated:
tioning at a recent symposium of
lie
pursued
the
universal
boyJap Force Defeated By United
University of Calif. scientists.
hood pastime of "getting out of
Press.
The idea that the land surMore satirical than unconscious work."
face of the earth WaS once a
After
gradual
ion
from
high
was a headline which appeared in
large single unit, or land mass,
the Montreal Herald. The story school Skoro apprenticed himself was attacked on grounds that
told of that city’s mayor accept- to a designer, doing free-lance present day continents must
ing the leadership of the "Bloc poster work on the side, for two necessarily bear some family
Popula ire" in a political cam- years.
resemblances to one another in
A period with Powers incor- common fossil animals in order
paign. The Headline: Houde Is
porated introduced Skoro to the to uphold the theory.
Now A Bloc Head.
Dr. Bentel . begin his collec- techniques of lettering.
Bryan Patterson, visiting scienSkoro then entered the Min- tist from the University of Chition in 1945 while he was on leave
from San. Jose State college to nesota School of Art and "did cago and the Chicago Natural
work on his Doctor’s degree at pretty good" in part time ad- History Museum, pointed to the
Columbia University in N’ew York vertising layout to the extent dissimilarities of these fossils as
Car Service
City. While there, he handled the he paid most of his schooling proof that these child continents
After 7 p.m.
Editor and Publisher’s colurgo of expenses. are of some other origin. The farIle graduated from the Min- ther back one goes in geological
rewspaper boners. "Short Titles."
One column carried the last nesota school and immediately time, he said the less evidence
paragraph of story about a Cir- took a position on their faculty, there is to favor the theory that
remaining there four years. His these youngsters of 75,000,000
cus incident:
"The accident was the sec- next job was as an instructor at years merely split from their pare
ond of the Circus’ New York San Jose State, where he is corn -lent
mass and drifted to their
Closed Sunday Evaning
present positions,
appearance in the last ten pleting his first quarter,-__
Skoro
and
his
wife
both
like
The group concluded that it is
days. On April 27, a matinee
audience saw eight girl aerial- music and attend concerts "when- not willing to accept the EuroFrinch Foss, Onions, Pickles, Olives
ists fall more than 20 feet. ever we find time." Skoro dab- pean explanation without the
Three of them suffered serious bles in photography "strictly as benefit...of better birth certificate
1098 E. Santa Clara St.
an amateur," and is immersed in evidence to prove its claims.
injustice but are recovering."
A.W’
Another quoted a New York calligraphy, the study and use of
fine penmanship.
Courier-Standard want -ad:
"2 pairs pants slightly used.
newscaster Upton Close as "shagDE LUXE TAKEOUT LUNCH BOXES
Zipper openings, not dependable. gy-haired."
However, it also ran
Inquire Wendell C-011HRI.__10_
which showed that he
1""
chard street. or call 47-471was practically bald.
8 a.m. to 6 p.m."
Betwen 6th & 78, on
PERSONAL CHECKS CASHED
The SJS journalism department
CY 2-4665
East San Fornando
From the New Haven Register
head is quick to point out that
came the story which evidently
his column was all in fun. Misasserted that the bride truly wore
takes are inevitable in the "huspink:
tle-and -bustle"
of
putting
a
". . . she carried a prayer
newspaper edition together, Dr.
book marked with white orchids
Bentel said, but some really are
and spray orchids. Her only
humorous.
That’s what education is. That’s why you are in school.
garment
was
an
heirloom
crescent pin of pearls and sapIn planning your future, have you considered the
Christmas Gifts and Cards at
phires."
and rewarding opportunities abroad? Here is
interesting
The Montreal Gazette stated:
one of the great careers for an American today: to repre"There was no violence," the
sent U.S. business in Its vital relations with the people
commandant said. "We broke the
DRUG CO.
other countries.
Prawn:plies Pierweasista
demonstration up with clubs."
OM OW SSP !Salt T.
SAX Amt.
The American Institute for tereign Trade offers a
The Columbus Dispatch which
111- 4I
ran an item describing radiopositive, hard-hitting, practical training course for students

Dept. Impresses
New Instructor

Experts Question
’Mother’ Earth

709

Burgerbasket 500

tric typewriter was purchased for
teaching purposes.
After the finance board has
approved the budget there are
many more hurdles. Thompson
named some of tte committees
which must put heir okay on
college appropriations. In fone
session the budget might pass
through the hands of the Ways
and Means committee, its subcommittee, the Education committee, the Senate Finance end
its subsidiary committees.
The next step in the life -cycle
of a budget is the governor’s approval. It then becomes a part
of the "governor’s budget.".__
The largest item on the SJS
budget is faculty salaries. This
year
$1,787,000
was allotted,
eclipsing the next ranking expenditures, library books and
utility bills, each $40,000.
The number- of faculty mernbers granted a eoliesre is determined by a student-instructor ratio. San Jose Is entitled to one instructor for every 19
students. Smaller state colleges
such as Chico state, 17-1 ratio;
Fresno state, IS; Humboldt, 16,
need a lower ratio to function
smoothly.
The state makes no quibble
over the $18 per student set aside
for operating expenses.
But as soon as enrollment drops
at SJS the financial axe will drop.
Appropriations are cut any time
the Finarce board deems operating expenses too high.
Not Qualified
FORT WORTH, Tex. ( UP ) One
prospective juror ih the sanity
hearing of Ted S. Petty was quickly disqualified. The name was that
of Ted S. Petty.’
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Lunch
Breakfast
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Games
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preparing themselves for careers in international commerce
or foreign relations. The record of accomplishment of AIFT
ifrgduates speaks for itself.
’
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Dinners . . .
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CAGERS TROUNCE BULLDOGS
Crampton Paces Locals
To Easy 56-31 Victory Coach Dee Portal Rates
Varsity, Frosh Boxers
Wednesday, December 13, 1950

PiStol Team
Prepares for

MS Spartans
The SJS Varsity pistol team is
preparing for its meet of the season against Michigan State college on Jan, 20, with eight men
already signed up for the team.
They are Walt Vandehey (co(apt), Jack Ralchart (co-capt.),
Charles *Casey, Paul Murphy,
Art Ciambetti, Duane Miller,
Henry Crossfield, and DeWitt
Hupp.
The teams will Use .22 caliber
pistols for the meet, shooting at
a target 50feet away. Each participant will fire 10 shots for slow,
timed, and rapid fire.
The SJS Spartans have defeated’ theMiehigan State Spartans
for the past two years.

By FERMO CAMBIANICA
With the reserves playing most of the game, San Jose State college defeated a weak Fresno State squad, 56-31, last night in the
Spartan gym.
Coach Walt McPherson let the first two strings run the score up
to 47-20, and then inserted the third -stringers to finish out the game.
Chuck Crampton found his shooting eye last night, and paced the

Spartans with 16 points ,although he didn’t even play half the game.
Forward Flip Darrow and Guard Matt Garcia set the pace for the
Bulldogs with 11 and. nine points,*
respectively. Ironically. Darrow points in the first half. Playing
and Garcia are the only players very little in the second half, the
to have varsity experience with Raider ace failed to add to the

total.
Mort Schorr and Bob Enzensperger both scored seven points
while ’working with the second
-unit.
The first team of Bobby Crowe,
Giles, George Clark, Crampton,
arid Ted Prescott ran the score
to 23-12 before Coach McPherson
put’ in’ his second squad of Schorr,
Elmer Craig, Duane Baptiste, Enzensperger, and Lee Jensen.
With the half-time score at 3516 in favor of the locals, a combination of first and second stringThe addition of outstanding colers ran the count to a 27-point
legiate stars to both the San Jose.
lead before the third outfit took
Packers and Seattle Ramblers has
over.
added real bowl flavor to Satur’the Spartans will leave by
day’s Charity Bowl sponsored
train this weekend to meet Santa
here by the Salvation Army.
Barbara college at Santa Barbara
The two teams collide at SparFriday night and the UCLA Brutan Stadium at 2 p.m. with all
ins at Westwood the following
net proceeds going to the Salvaevening.
,
tion Army for use in its ChristIn last night’s preliminary conmas projects.
test, the SJS freshmen easily deSeattle,
already well-stocked
feated Willow Glen high school,
with former University of Wash52-30.
ington stars, has picked up three
Forward Larry Brenner wai
members of the current Huskie
high point man for the SpartaDEAN GILES
squad.
babes with 18 markers. The halfHalfback
Jack Seth, who
time score was 27-11 with the
the
visitors.
kembined with Don Heinrich,
Frosh on the long end.
Dean Giles, who has been leadJaelr-Itirkby and ’Hugh McEllBox score:
homey to make up the Fearsome ing the Spartans in scoring for FRESNO STATE (31)
short
season,
increased
his
tothe
Pounsome bsickfjelkk of Washing- ’
FG FT PF TP
ion, has pined the Ramblers as ) tal to 51 ’points as her-made nine George, f
0
0
1
0
have *two of his teammates.
Darrow, f
5
1
3 11
Center Bruce Reba and reserve Northwest
championships
and Bartels, c
2
1
1
5
quarterback Dick Sprinkle, the have dropped but two games in
Garcia, g
3
3
1
9
brother of Seattle’s coach, Don three years.
0
1
2
Bishel, g
1
sprinkle.
San Jose’s Packers won 11 Mollring, f
0
2
2
2
They join other ex-Huskie stars straight games until vital In- Chafsant, f
0
0
1
0
such: as former All-Coast tackle juries cost them a decision
Texxeira, c
0
0
1
0
Halfback Ken against Petaluma._ Coaches Joe Fitzpatrick, g
Prechek,
0
0
1
0
Solid" who also lettered at UCLA, Juliano and- Mario Valdastrl, Puhl, g
0
3 ’ 1
3
Quer-in.:duck Wally Dash, Tackle former San Jose State Spar- - - Jiat Foster and Halfback Larry tans, have bolstered the weak
10 11 14 31
TOTALS
Hatch. liriffth the outfit lithe Ram - spots with Spartan and Santa SAN JOSE STATE (56)
blers have won t wo con,ecutive
Clara players.
2
0
1
4
Crowe, f
4
1
2
9
Giles, f
2
1
0
3
g
0
1
0 1
Prescott,
2
1 16
7
Crampton, g
.
0
0
2
0
Jensen. f
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (UP). office until the pact_ren out.
0
1
2
1
Yesterday the 1 6 club Owners Crtig .!
Bastateall tried to buy off Baseball
0
0
2
(1
Cottfinissioner A. B. Chandler’s met again, this- time to attempt Williams. f
3
1
0
7
contract today, but he refused to to get rid of Cheater imrned3:_ Scharr; -f
1
0
3
1
They were prepared- to.Baptiste, c
gNe up his job until his contract ately.
1
0
1 2
pay him off in full, but he,,r,e- c;’,, Wilson, c
expires he 1?52.
.
.
.
En zensperger, g .. 2- 3- -0 -7.The major leagues served no- fused.
0
0
1
0
It would "cost something like Johnson, g
t icp.Monday night, on the shocked
1
0
3
-----------1
Deming,
g
Chandler
off
in
contract
$100,000
to
pay
his
that
comntissioner,
0
0
1
0
s.A
vould-rint be renewed when it full. He makes $65,000 a year. &ndel. 6
- - -- Ile said and the contract has . about 18
expiced May 1, 1952.
23 10 15 56
TOTALS
would remain in months to go.
he
that
:. .
Spartans 35,
Halftime score:
The club owners. .amarently
wanted a clean. break after Vane Pfetng 16. Free .throws missed:
bombshell announcement Monday S’clubrr, Clark, Wilson, Prescott.
night. They vvanfed to get rid of ’Johnson 2, Cranipton, Deming 2,
Ohandler and get in . a new _man Darrow, Chafsant, Bartels 3, FitzOfficials:
itemcdiately: rather -than be faced patrick, Puhl, Bishel.
V ...AA
Lloyd Leith and Bobby Britt.
situation
embarrassing
with
the
lit.1,ELES, Dee. 12 up).
of being rifled bx a "late duck"
Fouti-lsfiew-lock..Giants backfield
for a year and a tralf.
I SANDWICHES
statt Vice beenchosen to spearThe club owners voted 9 .to 7
GOOD DONUTS
haaa the -American division of (hi’
renewing
nicht
arainst
FOUNTAIN SPECIALS
Plx)resiona) Foot h all league 1 a s t
the National Cmitet (Tee Chandler’s contract for seven
in-lite first annual All:Star Pro years. He needed 12 votes for
rc-clection and got only nine.
1041.:

Huskies Join
Seattle Squad
For Bowl Tilt

Chandler May Be Out Clark,

SPARTAN -DAILY

Boxing coach Dee Portal, alternately. smiling and frowning at
the season’s prospects, issued a
rating list of varsity and freshman pugilists yesterday on the
basis of points acquired in various skills.
Under the new point system,
boxers are graded on such things
as their improvement in feinting,
ability to box southpaw, footwork,
condition, jab, right hand, hook,
combination punching, stance, etc.
The following boxers, all candidates for, the varsity or freshman
squads, have been rated accordingly:
Mac Martinez (85), Ernie Pan
amo (60), Gabriel Haime (45),
Ward Carson (40), Don Swanson
(40), Al Tafoya (80), Pete Gorvad
(45),- Jim Long (40), Oscar Herrgesel (.15). Vic Harris (65), Don
Camp (60), Ron Giannotti (55),
John Jackson (50), Charles Burnett
(45), BiH Wilson - (40),
Charles Adkins (90) and Harry
Topoian (65).

(35), Bob Botello (40), Wally
Trump (40), Steve Mitchell
(30), Bob Frazier (65), Stan
Marcll (60), Bill Mendooa (55),
Chuck Barrena (55), Don LaClergue (50), Cliff Tucker (50),
Jim Burke (45), and Joe Len.
hart (40).
Nick Diez (70), Paul Reuter
(65), Don Hufhines (45), Tom
Cuffe (45), Darrell Dukes- (65),
Ray Lehmkuld (65), Fred Ross
(65), Les Penterman (55), Ron
Padilla (45), Jack Stahlheber
(45), Joe Richards (35), Jack
Scheberies (751,, Jim Edgemon
(70), Vince Malone (60), Searcy
Miles (50). George- Schauf (45),
Ed Springster (45), Bill Gallagher
(40), Frank Morries (30), and
Joe Moulton (30).
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:stickle Maramonte (62),
Johnny Johnson. (60), Joe De:4ot
(60), Gerry Stern (60),
Doug Wilson (60), George Coakley (40), Marino Mangiola (40),
Don .Shishida (30), Jim Kane

a gift that
keeps giving

Rose Bowl Tickets
PASADENA, Calif.. Dec. 12
(UP)- Six thousand tickets for
the New Year’s Day Rose Bowl
game between California and
Michigan will go on sale today.
Game Manager Greg Engelhard
announced today.
Engelhard said only two tickets, priced at $5.50 each, will be
sold to one person. The first 3000
persons in line will be admitted to
the Rose Bowl ’at 8 8.M. Once
they are in the stadium, the gates
be closed.
-
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of PORTABLES

Priced from 24.95

She’d love to have
Coffee and Donuts at
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qraiits Pace.
Pro’ Selections

Tilt, Cleveland ;Browns, tied
iUiAblik..Ciants for the loop lead,
and tntrrhipgo Canis each placI 4.t h See men . in the "dream backlit/11’44n Memorial ’coliseum Jan.
’
11;
thei.4’ittel;urgh. Stealers and
Washington Redskins each had
two mon chosen, while last year’s
champion Philadelphia Ea gl es
faaed,a71 sPot a man.
Los-Xneles sports editors and
league -coaches polled the Eastern
division backs wit h an eye to
postern-speed and a razzle-dazzle
passing attack.

Mom, Dad.
Friends,
Corning? They
will enjoy
accdmmodations
at the beautiful new

COLONIAL MOTEL
BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
30th A E. Sante Clare Sts.
One of San Jose’s Finest
CY 4-6075
AAA-Approved
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La Torre Announces Schedule
For Group, Individual Pictures
Members of student government groups and honorary societies
will have individual pictures taken for 1951 La Torre, according to
Co-editors Iris Elwood and Ted Breeden.
’ The following persons have been notified to appear at the
Student Union between 3 and 4:30 on Friday, Dec. 15, prepared to

have their pictures taken:
Student Council officers: Dave
Down. .Bob Madsen, Pat Mcfadden, Lud Spolyar, Pete Cirivilleri,
herb Patnoe, Herb Lister, Mary
Lou Carli, Mike Barchi, Barbara
Downey, Barbara Gale, Vincent
Malone, Dick Vaum, and Tom
Evans.
Student Court members: Bob
King, Chuck Wing, Jill Iverson,
Pat Goulder, Linnea Erickson,
Dick Frost, and Bev Brainard.
Senior class officers: Ed Gasper,
Rob Pettengill, Rob Rojka, and
Marilyn Rowley.
Junior class officers: Dick Osborn, Bill Severns, Virginia Cox,
and Jeanie Nieri.
Sophomore class officers: Tom
Dave
Joyce Dalton,
Sparling,
Woods, and Seymour Abrahams.
Freshman class officers: Bill
F.chert. Charles Luckhardt, Kirby
Campbell, and Joyce Velander.
Associated Women Student
executives: Joanne Keeler, Pat
Flanagan, Shirley Crandall, and
Ingrid Anderson.
Photo Editor Thea Pellegrini
has isked representatives of the
following honorary organizations
to call at the La Torre office, B95,

Yule Party
To Feature
Women’s Choir
Santa Claus will come from the
North pole to present gifts to the
Spartan Daily Toy drive this evening during the German Christmas party, sponsored by the Modern languages department, at 8
o’clock in the Student Union, Dr.
William Hermanns, assistant professor of modern languages, announced yesterday._.
Another highpoint of’ the Yuletime gathering will be the singing
of German and other nations’
(’hristmas carols in -the original
tongues by a women’s choir.
’)ther musical selections will be
performed, ’Dr. Hermanns pointed
out, and a Christmas play also
will be presented.
Dr. Hermanns invited all language students and their friends,
with their children, of course. He
also promised refreshments to
everybody.

to pick up appointment cards for
individual pictures of their memberships in January:
Alpha Phi Omega, Alpha Delta
Sigma, Alpha Eta Rho, Alpha Eta
Sigma, and Beta Beta Beta.
Black Masque, Blue Key, Delta
Nu Theta, Delta Phi Delta, Gamma Alpha Chi, Gamma Pi Epsilon,
Iota Delta Phi, Mu Phi Epsilon,
and Kappa Delta Phi.
Phi Mu Alpha, Pi Epsilon Tau,
Pi Omega Pi, Sigma Delta Pi, Silver Sabers, Spartan Shields, Spartan Spears, Tau Delta Phi, and
Tau Gamma.

Finals Come Next Week
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Note change in schedule for finals at 3:30 p.nt. on Wednesday.
Mon., Dec. 18
Classes meeting at:
1:30- 9:10
8:30 TTh
9:20-11:00
10:30 MWF
11:19-12:50
12:30 TTh
1:40- 3:20
2:30 MWF
3:30- 5:10
4:30 TTh
Tues., D4C. 19
7:30- 9:10
7:30 MWF
9:20-11:00
9:30 TTh
11:10-1250
11:30 MK
1:00- 2:80
All English Ax, Ay, Az classes
2:40- 4:20
1:30 TTh
4:30- 6:10
3:30 511,17
Wed., Dec. 20
,k)*
7:30- 9:10
7:30
a
9:20-11:00
9:30 MWF
11:10-12:50
11:30 TTh
1:40- 3:20
1:30 MWF
3:30- 5:10
3:30 TTh
Thurs., Dec. 21
7:30- 9:10
8:30 MWF
9:20-11:00
10:30 TTh
11:10-12:50
12:30 MWF
1:40- 3:20
2:30 TTh
3:30- 5:10
4:30 MWF
For classes meeting daily, see MWF schedule.

TODAY

For food at its best, try

MAUER’S
CAFETERIA
where time -tested formulas are
used in cooking the many
delect;b1s dishes served.
175 SOUTH FIRST ST.
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AMERICA’S LARGEST AND FINEST LOW-PRICED CAR!

See it

TODAY!

Eee Smart Now $ry1.44,0 De LIAO 4 -Door Udell

There are 40 mountain peaks
in the. Great Smokies more than
a mile high; 16 peaks exceeding
C,000 feet in elevation.
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Refreshingly new
IN ALL THE THINGS YOU WANT!

EASY PA’RKING
AT

NEwLonger, lower, wider
big-car look!

Roberts
Typewriter Co.

NEINStrikingly smarter
Fisher Body stylingl_

NEW Luxurious ModernMode interiors!

NEw.Jumbo-Drum brakes
largest in field!

NEWGlare-Proof Safety-Sight
instrument panel!
NEWImproved, easier
Center-Point steering!

Come lo
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MORE PEOPLE BUY CilIVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CARI
TIME -PROVED

Flo

POWER

44_

Autermork

proved by over a billion miles of perfcwnionce In
this hands of hundreds of tbousaeuts of owners.
Opfirinel on De Lus models at extra cwt.

Underwood
Remington

L. C. Smith
Royal

LATE MODEL MACHINES
KEY SET TABULATORS
Special Rates to Students156 W6ST SAN FERNANDO
Crimes 2-44142
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Ile

this big,

beautiful, finely balanced
Chevrolet for 1951 . . . refreshingly new in all the
things you want, yet thoroughly proved in every phase
and feature . . . and you’ll
agree it’s America’s largest
and finest low-priced car.
Come in and see it at your
earliest convenience!

See it at your local Chevrolet dealer’s
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